Santa Barbara To Be Only U. C. Campus Offering I. E. Major

By BERNIE RUMACK

Provision Clarence Phelps released an announcement of extreme interest and importance to members of the industrial division and to the college as a whole. It concerns a communication from President Gordon Sproul stating that it was the decision of the university to restrict the four-year industrial arts training to Santa Barbara College. This will give the college the first "exclusive" or a monopoly of this area at the University of California campus.

This means that the industrial arts courses offered by any of the other campuses of the university will be dropped. The only other institutions offering similar courses, although on a much smaller scale, are Ohio State and Ohio State colleges. A nationwide survey conducted by graduate students of Ohio State University helped the facilities for industrial education on the four-year level to the greatest of any institute in the United States.

This announcement is of particular significance in light of the great expansion of the department and the program offered here. Almost the entire staff of that department has been on the campus since its inception and to anyone who is familiar with the personnel of the department, the full impact is not expected to be felt for some time, particularly until conditions return to normal.

Indicative of a return to normality is the fact that approximately forty new men are making plans to enroll in the department this spring. And there is no reason to believe that as many, or as many as five new men might not be enrolled next fall, according to Mr. Dr. Mohr, who released his discharge as a lieutenant in the navy, and will be on the faculty next semester. He will assist Professor Ericson with the counseling of students and their groups. These were:

Mr. John T. Porter of the printing department, who plans to enroll this fall. Pending his return, the print shop will operate on a limited scale. Mr. Ralph Noiz, who is now at the University of Ohio, working on his doctorate, will also return this fall to teach mechanics courses.

Due to the expansion, new instructors will be needed for the subjects of radio and electronics, electricity and industrial science, machine design and machine shop practice. In addition, there will be courses in aircraft pilot training, which will be open to both men and women. Agricultural courses will be added this fall.

Pratheres Box Social Planned for Today

A box social is planned for members of Pratheres at Oak Park, today, at 6 p.m. Prepared lunch boxes will be exchanged among the members. Members of the Pratheres bound will serve dinner and coffee.

The women will participate in games. After the party, everyone will come to college to see the play "East Lynne."
The Labor-Maximzen Problem

... by Leonard Phillips

In the previous article of this column the author has given you the general ideological factors in the present manager-labor conflict — just a few of the economic and political ideas that America has come to believe, characterizes its "workplace." What affect the labor conflict will have on them and in what way they will be changed. Maxemzen concluded with a statement predicting all the old change which would be useless to ignore.

In this article 1 will endeavor to come down to the immediate questions facing us in this problem. These seem to be, essentially, two in number:

1. Can management afford a 30% increase in rate of pay without the need of a compensating rise in prices?

2. Is labor justified in its demand for this 30% increase in its rate of pay?

Beginning with number one, I will cover both of these questions and give you what I think are undoubtedly the right solutions. What first question really means, is whether labor or management is going to carry the weight of increased wages. With the information available we know the average American worker has only been able to save around two hundred dollars during the last two years, while the cost of living has increased by somewhat more than a third. 

On the other hand, we know management also does not have any great amount of profit left over after taxes are paid. But it will be shown that by management using excise tax refunds and one one dollar sales tax on their labor unit, they can carry the weight of lower pay and still maintain a reasonable amount of profit. It is management who is in the position to Withstand the expense of lower pay and still maintain a reasonable amount of profit and suport the laborers. This is what I believe is the answer.

Beginning with the second part of this question it is, of course, and again, such an important consideration as General Motors refused to open its books and defend their policy by giving them. These are the officers of the public. However, from what information which has been made available to the government for tax evaluation, some authoritative economic experts of our government report in most cases profits have warranted an increase in rate of pay without a corresponding increase in prices. There is, of course, a good example of what I mean in the tobacco industry which has made annually over 150 million dollars and, at an early period in the war, was paying only 5% of this in the form of wages.

Regarding the second question, I propose to explain why labor is justified in its wage demands. The most important fact in regard to this question is, we must remember that labor is not demanding an increase in wages over the amount they have received during the war. They are demanding on an increase in rate of pay to compensate for a decrease in rate of pay to compensate for a short work week. The results of this short work week are well known, and in the form of wages. A good example of what it means in the tobacco industry which has made annually over 150 million dollars and, at an early period in the war, was paying only 5% of this in the form of wages.

Regarding the second question, I propose to explain why labor is justified in its wage demands. The most important fact in regard to this question is, we must remember that labor is not demanding an increase in wages over the amount they have received during the war. They are demanding on an increase in rate of pay to compensate for a decrease in rate of pay to compensate for a short work week. The results of this short work week are well known, and
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THE CAMPUS CORNER

CHRISTMAS 1945! IT'S ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE

The time is short, but the "spirit" is willing and so is Campus Corner. Let us give you a few relieving hints of Yuletide Cheer for family and friends.

CHOKERS...
Silver ... $3.95
Gold ... $5.95

A dramatic accent for her costumes. A perfect gift, graciously appreciated by the smart set.

PERFUME...
$2.50

Either one a cherished and ideal gift in the convenient purse-size container.

Best Dressed Girl of the Week...
Featuring JEAN MURRAY

... Seen appropriately dressed in a soft beige wool gabardine sport dress. Particulars are its fly front, short sleeves and matching belt...

Joyce and Sally

Jack Rose

1117 State St.

Red Cross Plans Party at Surf

Reopening social activities after the ball resulting from the closing of Hoff general hospital, members of the college chapter of the American Red Cross will entertain at the U.S.O. in Surf, Sunday, December 9. Attending will be soldiers on maneuvers from Camp Cooke. Women interested are urged to request to sign to Dean Fowler's office as soon as possible, as fifty volunteers are needed.

Buses will leave the campus at 1 p.m. and proceed down Valerio, stopping at Olve, Garden, and State to pick up women living closer to town. Buoey Dance and dinner will be served to college women at this reunion.

Laurel Davis.

Choirs... $9.95

Something new has been added!

A beauty studio has been established with YOU in mind. Special attention is focused on collegiate hair styles and with an eye to coed's budgets. Merritt College Gaucho, self, has interest in the business and will appreciate your patronage.

Perfume Studio

3 West Carrillo
Room 21 Phone 25014

GIFT FOR
Your Mother

Luna's

Beauty Studio

Handbags In Trendy Selection

Every color, every style, in fine leathers, broadcloth, pat- tens, plastics, faille, alligator.

Gift Wrapped FREE

LINDY'S

911/2 State St. Phone 55779

Radio Repairs

All types Radio Tubes and Batteries

American Radio Laboratory
L. KAUF—Radio Technician
21 1/2 Avalon St.
Phone 7330

Off the Beam
By MARIE ANDERSON

The sophomore class did it again! The best dance in the past few years was given by the sophomores last Friday night...

The event was so well planned that work by all concerned, especially BOBBYANN KURLY, DOROTHY MIRANDER, MILDRED RAMM, PATTY GEYER, MARIE MCLean, MARILYN NICKELS and DEL BEEDELL. Congratulations to the whole sophomore class for a hard job, very well done!

Photeres Group Gives Xmas Party

Forty Wilson school children will be given a Christmas party next Monday, at their school, from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. by members of Photeres.

The room will be decorated with a Christmas theme, and hand out presents, which will be gifts donated by the sub­ mittees. There will be games and refreshments.

In charge of the committees under the general direction of Patti Pears, president of Photeres, are Rhoda Horvitz, Gavina, gowns; Gloria Thigpond, Nani Leilani, presents and Santa, Como, Elva Thomas, Lila Mccomb, decorations, Merikay Graham, S.F.S., refreshments; and Terry Ellis, Pk. Ho. cleanup.

D.Z.D., A.T.C.
Hold Joint Meet

Delta Zeta Delta's were the guests of Alpha Theta Chi last Monday night at the Alpha Theta sorority house, 616 E. Michelson.

The evening was spent in playing cards and other card games. Refreshments of fresh fruit salad, hot rolls and coffee were served.

Security sponsors present were: Mrs. Byron Abraham, sponsor of the Delta Zeta; Miss Ellen Elliott and Mrs. Rogn, sponsor of the Alpha Theta.

Decorations for the evening were made by Joyce Osborn,andel-hansa at Alpha Theta Chi sorority.

Men Students Form Fraternity

Emphasizing the return of male students to the Santa Barbara campus is the formation of a new fra­ ternity on the campus this winter. The organization, known as the Roadmen, has many activities planned for the year.

It is interestingly looking for an apartment.

SALLY DUNLAP saw everywhere with famous LT. BILL LOCKE.

PAT FLYNN journeyed to Southern Cal for their honeymooning day and football game... incidentally, at our fellow campus, U.C.L.A., ex- football star CHARLES NASH was elected homecoming Queen.

His rep FLORENCE RECORD passed chocolates Monday night to announce her engagement to marine herman.

See you all at "East Lynne" tonight.

TERRIE TID BET HATLEN promises a good time for everyone.
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BING CROSBY ALBUM
"Merry Christmas"

KING COLE TRIO
Frim Frame Sauce
Come to Baby Do

"I CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU"
Andy Russell—Harry James

SANTA BARBARA
200 Lex Carrillo St. Phone 567
The intramural tennis tournament is now reaching its final bit of competition. Before the rainy season, Terry Dearborn would like to have all players connect with their opponents and end the season. To that end, he has asked me to extend this invitation to all of those Gauchos interested in tennis. The matches are scheduled for this Sunday, afternoon and are trying to get those service ends out of their heads. Bob Elliot who is trying to get the team started and produce some offense before the season opens has asked me to extend this invitation to all of those Gauchos interested in playing tennis. Commander Paul Jones will join us on the court.

DOBBS HATS
RIDING COATS
SALT-PEPPERS
JACKETS
SKIRTS
WEIGHTS
BELTS
SWEATERS
SLACK SUITS
SWIMSUITS
PLAY-TOGS
ROBES & LINGERIE

1107 STATE ST.
TELEPHONE 2791
C. ANDEREA
TOWN COUNTRY SHOP